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Artificial 3D hierarchical and isotropic porous
polymeric materials
Stefan Chisca,1 Valentina-Elena Musteata,1 Rachid Sougrat,2 Ali Reza Behzad,2 Suzana P. Nunes1*

Hierarchical porous materials that replicate complex living structures are attractive for a wide variety of appli-
cations, ranging from storage and catalysis to biological and artificial systems. However, the preparation of
structures with a high level of complexity and long-range order at the mesoscale and microscale is challenging.
We report a simple, nonextractive, and nonreactive method used to prepare three-dimensional porous
materials that mimic biological systems such as marine skeletons and honeycombs. This method exploits the
concurrent occurrence of the self-assembly of block copolymers in solution and macrophase separation by nu-
cleation and growth. We obtained a long-range order of micrometer-sized compartments. These compartments
are interconnected by ordered cylindrical nanochannels. The new approach is demonstrated using polystyrene-b-
poly(t-butyl acrylate), which can be further explored for a broad range of applications, such as air purification
filters for viruses and pollution particle removal or growth of bioinspired materials for bone regeneration.

INTRODUCTION
Shapes and patterns in nature have always fascinated scientists. For ex-
ample, the symmetrical structure of radiolaria mineral skeletons, the
perfect hexagonal order of bee honeycombs, or cellular clusters forming
a fly’s eye are governed by mechanisms that minimize surface energy
and area. Inspired by these patterns, scientists have created artificial
hierarchical porous materials that have a well-balanced surface area,
mechanical stability, and the ability for selective transport. As such,
they canbeused inbiomedical applications, separation, and catalytic pro-
cesses (1–5). However, replicating nature’s complex three-dimensional
(3D) geometries at the nanoscale to yield materials with a long-range
order is challenging and difficult to achieve.

Self-assembly of block copolymers is one of a few approaches that
have been used to prepare these hierarchical systems (6–8). One of
the reasons for using these polymers is their equilibrium morphologies
in the form of spheres, cylinders, bicontinuous gyroids, and lamellae
(9–13). Their assembly in solution leads to an even richer variety of struc-
tures (for example, disk-sphere, disk-cylinder, rectangular platelets, or
quasicrystalline) (14–17). For example, hierarchical nanoporous par-
ticles and 3D films could be obtained by the addition of soluble ad-
ditives during film formation (18, 19) or by thermal CO2 laser-induced
patterned polymerization (20). The porous structure is most commonly
produced by the selective extraction of soluble components. However,
the generation of porous materials without etching or an extraction step
has been much more restricted. A good example is the formation of
spherical particles (1D structures,micrometer-sized)withhighly ordered
nanopores in a confined space (21), which resemble Schwarz’s bicontin-
uous periodic minimal surfaces. A more frequently explored example is
the preparation of 2Dporous asymmetric architectureswith regular hex-
agonally ordered pores (22–24) by self-assembly in solution and immer-
sion in water. These 2D films mainly consisted of a thin (<400 nm)
ordered layer on top of a disordered substructure. Expanding the
structures from 2D to 3D could significantly broaden the possibilities
for application. For instance, it is known that the biological activity of
cells is much higher if the cells are grown on 3D scaffolds (25). To date,

the use of polyHIPES (porous emulsion-templated porous polymers
synthesized within high internal phase emulsions) has been an effective
alternativemethod for one-pot preparation of monoliths with hierarchi-
cally isotropic pores with a diameter in the micrometer scale (26). Anal-
ogous structures at the nanometer scale were only reported on the basis
of breath figures (27), applied to the amphiphilic polystyrene-b-poly
(N,N-dimethylacrylamide) copolymer. This method, however, re-
quires a severe control of humidity and uses nonpolar solvents.

We propose here a simple method to obtain flexible films with
complex hierarchical and isotropic porous structures within 5 min.
We demonstrate this method using polystyrene-b-poly(tert-butyl acry-
late) (PS-b-PtBA). These films are constituted by micrometer-sized
compartments, which are interconnected by long-range hexagonally
ordered nanochannels (Fig. 1, A and B).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Weprepared porous structures by using 20weight % (wt%) of PS636-b-
PtBA250 (subscripts refer to the number-average degree of polymeriza-
tion) solutions in N,N′-dimethylformamide (DMF) mixtures with
tetrahydrofuran (THF) or 1,4-dioxane (DOX). The solvent weight ratio
was kept as 1:3 THF (or DOX)/DMF, and the resulting solution was
cast on a glass plate and evaporated for 10 s to 10min at room tempera-
ture. The Flory-Huggins parameters (c) for these systems (cDMF-PS =
1.25 and cDMF-PtBA = 1.6, cTHF-PS = 0.32 and cTHF-PtBA = 0.31, and
cDOX-PS = 0.42 and cDOX-PtBA = 0.38) indicated that DMF was a poor
solvent for the PS-b-PtBA copolymer, in the limit of thermodynamic
stability, whereasTHFandDOXwere better solvents. The solution layer
became turbid after 10 s of evaporation. This indicates that amacrophase
separation initiates, with no further visual change observed after 5 min.
The film was then immersed in water to extract the remaining solvent
and to interrupt the phase separation after short evaporation times (28).

As shown by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images (Fig. 1C
and fig. S1), at the macroscale, spherical capsules of increasing size are
formed as the evaporation time increases from 10 to 30 s, whereas at the
mesoscale, hexagonal cylinders are simultaneously generated (Fig. 2, B
to D). Taking into account the regularly spherical morphology of the
capsules, we hypothesized that the phase separation follows the nucle-
ation and growth (NG) mechanism. Then, we investigated how an ad-
ditive, such as b-cyclodextrin (b-CD), influences the formation of a
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hierarchical structure when it interacts with t-butyl acrylate segments
(29). b-CDaccelerated theNGkinetics, the nuclei growth, and, as a con-
sequence, the increase of block copolymer concentration in the matrix
(Fig. 1C and fig. S1). By increasing the evaporation time from 30 s to
1 and 5 min, we achieved a better long-range hexagonal order in bulk
and at the surface (fig. S2).

Full reconstruction (macroscale and mesoscale) of the 3D images
enabled a better overview of the hierarchical structure. We combined
two complementary advanced microscopy techniques: (i) serial block
face SEM (Fig. 2A) to image the macrostructure and overview the scaf-
fold architecture and (ii) transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM) to-
mography (Fig. 2D) to image the fine mesoscale structure so that
details of the walls between the spherical compartments can be shown.
The spherical compartments measured up to 5 mm in diameter (Fig.
2A). These compartments were highly interconnected, as shown by
TEM tomography (Fig. 2D). Ruthenium tetroxide (RuO4) staining
of the TEM image shows nanochannels connecting the compartments
(Fig. 2C).

To gain insight into the mesoscale order formation in solution, we
performed small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS). The order of PS636-b-
PtBA250 solutions in THF/DMF improved as the polymer concentra-
tion increased or when b-CDwas added (Fig. 3, A and B). The intensity
of the primary peak (q*) increased and slightly shifted to lower q for
both conditions (with or without b-CD) as the concentration changed
from 20 to 35 wt %. The broad scattering shoulder transformed into a
sharp primary peak when the concentration increased to 42 wt % for
plain solutions (Fig. 3A). In contrast, a sharp primary peak for solutions
with b-CD already appeared at the 37 wt % block copolymer (Fig. 3B).
This indicates that the b-CD facilitates the self-assembly process. Fur-
thermore, the patterns characteristic to the hexagonal lattice (q/q* = 1,
ffiffiffi

3
p

, 2,
ffiffiffi

7
p

, 3, and
ffiffiffiffiffi

12
p

) could be seen at 42wt% in the presence of b-CD,
while for the plain solutions, it could be seen at 45 wt %. These
SAXS patterns for different concentrations reflect the changes in

Fig. 1. Self-assembly of PS636-b-PtBA250 into a hierarchical structure.
(A) Optical image of a PS636-b-PtBA250 film cast from 20 wt % solution in 1:3 (wt %)
THF/DMF on a glass plate. (B) Corresponding SEM cross-sectional image after
5 min of evaporation with details of a macrocavity and its fine mesoporous
structure. (C) Plot of the average cavity diameter, measured by SEM, as a
function of evaporation time (10, 20, and 30 s); effect of the addition of 6 wt %
b-CD (calculated with respect to block copolymer amount) to the casting
solution.

Fig. 2. Macroscale and mesoscale long-range order of hierarchical structures obtained from PS636-b-PtBA250 solutions in 1:3 (wt %) DOX/DMF after 5 min of
evaporation. (A) Three-dimensional reconstruction of SEM images by serial block face. (B) SEM surface. (C) Cross-sectional TEM image stained with RuO4; (D) TEM
tomography: 3D surface rendering of a thin section of the film.
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morphology observed by SEM, as evaporation time increases. From
the position of the first peak, the periodic distances between ordered
domains were estimated as a function of concentration (Fig. 3C).

Similar behavior was observed when using THF or DOX in the sol-
vent mixtures, but the better long-range order was obtained with DOX.
In particular, the order on the surface is improved with DOX (Fig. 2B),
and the effect of b-CD becomes less evident (fig. S3). We observed a
honeycomb architecture similar to that created by nature at the macro-
scale and mesoscale (fig. S3D). The mesoscale pore sizes and their dis-
tributions at the surface and in bulk are similar (pore diameter, 15 ±
1 nm; fig. S5), indicating that our approach can precisely control the
morphology at the mesoscale range. SAXS investigation confirmed that
the mesoscale (p6mm) hexagonal order appears at higher evaporation
time (fig. S4, A and B).

We believe that the 3D hierarchical structure is formed by the co-
occurrence of a macrophase separation following the NG mechanism
(Fig. 4) and the block copolymer self-assembly. The systems we present
here are on the verge of thermodynamic instability with high block-
solvent Flory-Huggins interaction parameters (table S1) (30). The Flory-
Huggins interaction parameter depends on polymer concentration (31),
and it might even deteriorate as the solvent evaporates. NG is promoted
when the system is kept for some time under a thermodynamically
metastable condition, which could be, in this case, induced when the
solvent is partially evaporated, and the concentration of the copolymer
simultaneously increases. In our investigated system, the nucleating
phase is depleted of polymer and grows as time evolves. If a typical

mechanism of NG is at work, the nuclei composition remains constant
while their radius increases. When the polymer-depleted spherical
nuclei continue to grow and come together, they flatten at the intersec-
tion if their size is practically equal. Nuclei of different sizes might tend
to coalesce because different curvatures would lead to different internal
pressures according to Young-Laplace. In analogy to what happens in
surfactant foams, hexagonal or heptagonal cells of similar size, separated
by thin walls, are formed. As NG proceeds, the solution mass transfer
inside these walls is directed to the intersection between three nuclei, the
Plateau border (red arrows in Fig. 4) (32). At the same time, solvent
transfer continues to occur from the already polymer-concentrated
phase to the depleted nuclei. This flow (blue arrows in Fig. 4) promotes
the self-assembly of the block copolymer confined in the thin walls. As a
result, channels connecting the adjacent spherical compartments are
formed. As more solvent leaves the wall, the mobility of the polymer
system decreases, and the system gels. To exclude the contribution of
the breath figures’ mechanism in the formation of the structure, we
prepared porous films at different, relative humidity levels. Similarmor-
phologywas obtained at humidity higher than 60% and lower than 20%
(fig. S6), in contrast to what is normally reported for breath figures,
which are preferentially formed at higher humidity (80%). In addition,
breath figures are favored in the presence of nonpolar solvents and not
in the presence of highly polar solvents such asDMF, whichwe used for
this method (33). Breath figures mostly lead to regular porosity only on
the upper layers of films.Our system yields an order in isotropic films as
thick as 50 mm. We have shown that this new approach could be

Fig. 3. SAXS characterization of the mesoscale order of PS636-b-PtBA250 in solutions with different copolymer concentrations (wt %) in 1:3 (wt %) THF/DMF.
(A) Plain solutions and (B) solutions with 6 wt % b-CD. (C) Periodic distance in solution as a function of copolymer concentration. a.u., arbitrary units.

Fig. 4. Macroscale structure formation. Scheme of NG development: Nuclei growth and simultaneous solvent flow from the polymer-rich matrix to the polymer-
depleted nuclei (blue arrows); solvent flow in the Plateau border between nuclei (red arrows).
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extended to different PS-b-PtBAmolecular weights (fig. S7), and we ex-
pect to obtain similar structures with other copolymer systems close to a
metastable condition.

The morphology and porosity scale of these films are very conve-
nient for air purification filters, which target the elimination of viruses,
such as echovirus or rhinovirus, or pollution particles with a size in the
range of 20 to 30 nm (34). Particles of this size should be removed by the
mesoporous structure, as shown in Fig. 5A. Because these pores cover
the walls of all compartments, which are distributed in the whole film,
the particles can repeatedly be excluded with high efficiency when
flowing through the porous structure. On the other hand, the large
compartments make the films less dense and decrease the resistance
to air flow. The air flow of a 50-mm isotropic PS636-b-PtBA250 film is
0.12 m3 m−2 hour−1 bar−1.

Moreover, we converted the PtBA block to poly(acrylic acid) (PAA)
(Fig. 5 and fig. S8), making this system a starting platform for other ap-
plications, such as adsorption and removal of heavy metals (35, 36),
which require hydrophilic materials or further functionalization. Be-
cause of the presence of carboxylic groups and the unique morphology,
a targeted application could be to use the now converted PS-b-PAA iso-
tropic film as a scaffold to grow porous inorganic materials (37). As a
proof of concept, we grew porous calcium carbonate (CaCO3), which is
known as a bioinspired material for bone regeneration (38). Figure 5C
shows the SEM images for the PS-b-PAA,which demonstrates that after
hydrolysis of the PtBA block, the 3D hierarchical structure is main-
tained. Moreover, the characteristic hexagonal order was confirmed
by SAXS in Fig. 5B (q/q* = 1,

ffiffiffi

3
p

, 2,
ffiffiffi

7
p

, and
ffiffiffiffiffi

12
p

). Figure 5D shows
the SEM images of the scaffold filled with CaCO3. After the copolymer
dissolution, a very porous CaCO3 skeleton is left (Fig. 5E). This mor-
phology indicates that the crystal’s growth takes place in the hexagonal

mesopores. The PAA blocks facilitate the transport of the calcium ions
for the CaCO3 formation (39).

In conclusion, we propose a new and versatile method to obtain
well-defined 3Dhierarchical structures that have tunable compartments
and interconnected hexagonally ordered nanochannels at the macro-
scale and mesoscale. These structures are formed by solution NG and
block copolymer self-assembly. This method allows us to rapidly
achieve a long-range order, which can be tuned by changing the solvent
and the block molecular weight or by adding b-CD. We anticipate that
this class of materials could be used for storage, catalysis, transport, and
drug delivery, and as air purification filters and scaffolds to design bioin-
spired materials.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
PS-b-PtBA copolymers with different degrees of polymerization
[PS636-b-PtBA250 and PS677-b-PtBA180 (subscripts refer to the number-
average degree of polymerization)] were purchased from Polymer
Source Inc. The polydispersity values were 1.05 and 1.10, respectively.
THF, DOX, DMF, and b-CD were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
Dehydrated calcium chloride (CaCl2) and ammonium carbonate
[(NH4)2CO3)]were purchased fromAcrosOrganics. Trifluoroacetic acid
(TFA) was purchased from Fisher Scientific. All chemicals were used
as received.

Synthesis
Synthesis of isotropic films with a 3D hierarchical structure
In a typical procedure, 50 mg of PS636-b-PtBA250 was dissolved in
200 mg of solvent mixture (THF/DMF or DOX/DMF) to obtain 20%

Fig. 5. CaCO3 mineralization in block copolymer scaffolds. (A) SEM images of scaffolds obtained from PS636-b-PtBA250 solutions in 1:3 (wt %) DOX/DMF after 5 min
of evaporation. (B) SAXS and (C) SEM of the scaffold after hydrolysis with TFA for 24 hours. (D) Scaffolds filled with CaCO3 generated by the reaction between CaCl2 and
(NH4)2CO3. (E) Remaining inorganic structure after polymer dissolution.
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concentration of the block copolymer. The ratio between the solvents in
the mixture was kept constant at 1:3 THF/DMF or DOX/DMF. The
obtained solution was cast on a glass plate using a casting knife with
a 200-mm gap and was then evaporated from 10 s to 10 min. After
10 s of evaporation, the cast solution started to become turbid. After
5 min, no visual change was observed. To quench the phase separation
after short evaporation times or to extract the remaining solvent, the
system was immersed in water. When b-CD was used as an additive,
a similar procedure was followed. The amount of b-CD was 6% with
respect to the block copolymer, and the ratio between PS-b-PtBA and
the solvent mixture was maintained at 20%. A similar procedure was
used to obtain films from PS677-b-PtBA180.
Synthesis of isotropic PS-b-PAA films with a 3D
hierarchical structure
The PS636-b-PtBA250 film was immersed into TFA solution and was
gently stirred at room temperature for 24hours (37). Afterward, the film
was washed five times with water. To prove that the hydrolysis took
place, we performed nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy
and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (fig. S8, A and B).
Synthesis of porous CaCO3 using PS-b-PAA films with a 3D
hierarchical structure
Porous CaCO3 was obtained by immersing the PS-b-PAA films into a
vial containing 50 mMCaCl2 dissolved in a mixture of water/methanol
(80:20) solution. After the system was degassed under vacuum for
12 hours, the vials were covered with needle-punctured parafilm
(<5 needle holes) and placed in a closed desiccator that contains a
needle-punctured vial (<5 needle holes) with (NH4)2CO3 (39). The sys-
temwas allowed to react for 5 days to obtain porous CaCO3. Afterward,
the template was removed by washing gently with water and ethanol
for 24 hours. The template was removed by washing with DMF for 24
hours and THF for 6 hours, followed by washing with ethanol.

Characterization
The morphology of the 3D hierarchical structures was investigated by
SEM via Nova Nano and Magellan microscopes using an accelerating
voltage of 2 to 5 kV and aworking distance of 1.5 to 5mm. The samples
were coated beforemeasurement with iridium or with platinum using a
Quorum Q150TES equipment. The samples for cross section were
stained with RuO4 before they were fractured in liquid nitrogen. The
bulkmorphology was also studied by TEM. Initially, the films were em-
bedded in epoxy resin and cured at 60°C, and then ultrathin sections
(70 nm) were cut using an ultramicrotome (Leica EMUC6). The films
were stained with RuO4 before imaging them with a Titan CT (FEI
Company) microscope operating at 300 kV.

The 3D reconstruction of the macroscale structure was carried out
using serial block face SEM. Small pieces of Ru-red–stained films were
embedded in epoxy resin for serial block face cross-sectional imaging.
Serial block face sectioning (at 50- or 100-nm imaging intervals) and
imagingwere performed using aGatan 3View system (Gatan)mounted
in an FEI Quanta FEG 200 microscope (FEI Company). The micro-
scopewas operated at an accelerating voltage of 2.0 kV and at a pressure
of 30 Pa in low vacuum mode. A solid-state backscatter detector was
used to acquire serial section images (stacks of 800, 632, and 500
sections) from three regions of interest. Three-dimensional segmenta-
tion and reconstruction of the filmwere performed using Avizo Fire 8.0
software. In addition, we performed the 3D reconstruction of themeso-
scale structure by using TEM tomography. Titan CT (FEI Company)
was used to perform the TEM tomography. The system operated at
300 kV and was equipped with a 4k × 4k charge-coupled device camera

(Gatan). Xplore 3D tomography software (FEI Company) was used to
acquire the tilt series for tomographic reconstruction. The sample was
tilted from −65° to +65°, and images were captured at 2° initial intervals
following a Saxton scheme. The tomograms were generated using a
back projection algorithm as implemented in the IMOD software.
Three-dimensional segmentation and reconstruction of the film
were performed using Avizo Fire 8.0 software. To count the pores
and to estimate the average pore size, we used the ImageJ software.

SAXS measurements for the block copolymer films and solutions
were performed at the SAXS1 beamline of the Brazilian Synchrotron
facility [Laboratorio Nacional de Luz Sincrotron (LNLS)], which
worked at an energy of 8.0 keV. The x-ray wavelength was 0.155 nm,
the distance from the sample to the detector was 3.057m, and the beam
area on the samplewas 1mm2. The exposure timewas 600 s, and the 2D
scattering patterns were recorded by a PILATUS 300K detector with a
pixel size of 172 mm × 172 mm. Plots of intensity versus scattering
vector (q) were obtained by the radially integrated 2D patterns after
normalization to the intensity of the primary beam and subtraction of
the background. The position of the scattering peaks was obtained by
fitting the data with a sum of Lorentz functions using Igor Pro 6.37
software (40).

The hydrolyzing of the PtBA block to PAA was proved by NMR
spectroscopy. The sample was dissolved in DMF-d7, and the spectrum
was recorded on a Bruker Avance III 400 spectrometer. Moreover, the
conversion of the PtBA block into the PAA block was confirmed by
FTIR spectroscopy. The FTIR spectrum was recorded by performing
16 scans with a spectral resolution of 4 cm−1, at room temperature,
on aNicolet 6700 FT-IR Systemwith a continuum infraredmicroscope.

Air permeance was measured using a constant volume/variable
pressure method. The effective area of the film was approximately
2.8 cm2. The experiments were performed at 25°C and 1 bar.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/4/5/eaat0713/DC1
Supplementary text on Flory-Huggins parameter estimation
table S1. Flory-Huggins interaction parameters (c) between copolymer blocks and the solvent
mixture.
fig. S1. Hierarchical structure of PS636-b-PtBA250 films obtained after evaporation times varying
from 10 to 30 s, before immersion in the nonsolvent bath.
fig. S2. Hierarchical structure of PS636-b-PtBA250 films after long evaporation times.
fig. S3. Influence of the addition of b-CD to the PS636-b-PtBA250/DOX/DMF system on the
macroscale.
fig. S4. Influence of the addition of b-CD to the PS636-b-PtBA250/DOX/DMF system on the
mesoscale.
fig. S5. Mesopore dimensions of PS636-b-PtBA250 films prepared from solutions in 1:3 (wt %)
DOX/DMF.
fig. S6. Effect of the relative humidity on the cross-section morphology of PS636-b-PtBA250 films
obtained from solutions in 1:3 (wt %) DOX/DMF, after 5-min evaporation.
fig. S7. Hierarchical structure prepared from PS677-b-PtBA180 dissolved in 1:3 (wt %) DOX/DMF.
fig. S8. Hydrolysis of preformed hierarchical PS636-b-PtBA250 films to PS-b-PAA.
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